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Abstract

An ear being the most essential sense organ of human body plays a vital role in communication.
There is estimated 5.3% of the world's population suffering from hearing loss according to
WHO out of which 7% of India's population require hearing aid. Patient suffering from hearing
loss is mainly due to the damage of inner ear snail-shell like structure cochlea containing hair
cells and generally coined as sensorineural hearing loss. The hearing aid available in the market
just amplifies the incoming acoustic signals, which require an external power supply along with a
speech processor. The cochlear implants (CI) on the other hand try to regain hearing closer to
that of natural hearing. The research is based on simulation studies of a multichannel
piezoelectric acoustic sensor that mimics the functionality of the natural basilar membrane (NBM)
without an external energy source and signal processing unit.
Mimicking the inner ear membrane, that plays the main role in frequency separation of incoming
sound waves. The inner ear hair cell generates the electrical impulse because of potential
difference between the hair cells, which stimulate the brain cells there by regaining hearing. The
design for an artificial basilar membrane (ABM) was chosen to be trapezoidal in shape, so that
with varying width different positions of ABM resonate at specific frequency. The length was
chosen to be 28mm with varying width from 1mm to 8mm. 
The entire mechanical behavior of piezoelectric material was carried out in COMSOL
Multiphysics as the simulation tool. FEA analysis of the McPAS model was carried out with
COMSOL Multiphysics. Simulations were carried out up to 10 KHz of audible frequency range.
Each specific location of a membrane vibrates with relatively large amplitude at its local
resonant frequency, thus generates larger electrical signal output on the resonating position than
those on non-resonating positions. The colors and deformation indicate relative displacement of
each point on the membrane at local resonance frequencies. At resonant position maximum
displacement (red color) exists. This maximum displacement changes gradually from apex area
(wide width) to base (narrow width) area as frequency increases.
The simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics proved that the McPAS could separate the acoustic
signals based on their frequency. 
Higher frequency signals resonated at a location closer to the base and the lower frequencies
near apex. The frequency range applied to the McPAS was 1 kHz-10 kHz and observed
maximum displacement was 2.85um.
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Figure 1: Surface displacement for 1KHz frequency.



Figure 2: Electric potential for 1KHz.

Figure 3: Surface displacement for 10KHz frequency.

Figure 4: Electric potential for 10KHz.


